
 

AIR STORE assigned as Bose aviation partner 

Sandhausen, July 1st 2017: Bose, a leading manufacturer of aviation headsets, has entered into a new dealership agreement 

with AIR STORE to sell its product line of premium aviation headsets. 

A dedication to research and excellence: It’s the Bose approach to better sound, and it has been since Bose’s founding in 

1964. Bose has provided high performance communication headsets for pilots in the aviation industry for almost 25 years. 

The newest Bose headset, the A20® Aviation Headset, is favored among pilots for it’s noise reduction technology, 

comfortable fit and clear audio. 

The A20 headset gives pilots 30% greater noise reduction than conventional aviation headsets, so they’ll enjoy a peaceful 

flight from short stops to long hauls. And at just 12 ounces, with sheepskin cushions and minimal clamping force, it's one of 

the lightest and most comfortable aviation headsets one will find. All designed 

to let pilots focus on what matters — flying. 

As an authorised Bose Aviation Partner, AIR Store is now capable of offering the 

complete Bose aviation headset lineup directly ex-stock Sandhausen, Germany.  

„The addition of Bose aviation headsets represents a remarkable step for AIR 

STORE on its mission to become one of the top suppliers of pilot supplies and 

aviation parts in Europe“ says Marc Förderer of AIR STORE. „We utilize 

extensive stock and AIR STORE’s commitment to excellence in customer service to guarantee for instant delivery and great 

service. In addition to fast shipping and expert service, a no-questions-asked 30 day return policy on all headset orders 

placed through AIR STORE underlines that AIR STORE is a good place for any pilot to purchase a new headset.“ 

Effective today, Bose products are directly available for purchase at www.air-store.eu and in the AIR STORE showroom in 

Sandhausen, Germany. 
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AIR Store offers a broad line-up of over 1,300 premium aviation products to pilots, OEMs, maintenance facilities and dealers 

worldwide. We yearly serve thousands of customers through our online store at www.air-store.eu and through an international 

dealership network. Our customers value fast shipping, competent technical support, extensive stock and great processes. 

Our showroom in Sandhausen, Germany offers space for professional advice in person.  

The sister brand AIR Avionics is an EASA certified manufacturer (DE.21G.0173) and maintainer (DE.145.0447) of avionics 

systems. We offer state-of-the-art products in the area of collision avoidance, ADS-B transponders, aviation radios and flight 

information systems.
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